Recreational Evaluation by Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Geographical Information System (GIS)
Case: Forest Park of Martyr Zare, Mazandaran

Introduction
Tourism which today is one of the most successful industries in the world has an extensive approach in ecotourism. Recreational planning in this type of tourism not only is considered as a tool for promoting social and economic levels of local people, but also due to protective functions as an experienced managerial strategy in the natural resources, provides the situation for dynamic protection. Green space is one of the most important systems of the human life and is important not only for economic reasons but also for environmental reasons as well. Urban Forest Park as a major green space has a positive effect on the urban environmental characteristics and by response to the needs of recreational and entertainment requirements can have an important effect on the urban structure and servicing. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is one of the most important techniques of Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) that was introduced for allocation of scarce resources and planning requirements. Also integrating GIS and AHP have many advantages for the localization and classification of human facilities, different kinds of activities and environmental evaluations and it can be a good way for determining the Suitable and unsuitable areas for the establishment of different types of activities in the fields of agriculture, natural resources, environment, assessment of land capability, land evaluation and... which have spatial dimensions.

Research Methodology
The study area is Forest Park of Martyr Zare with an area of over 70 ha in geographical position of 53°07'09" up to 53°07'57" east longitudes and 36°32'57" up to 36°32'34" north latitudes. In this study,
for evaluating the recreational capability of the under study park, the method of combining AHP and GIS environment was used. For this purpose, firstly the vegetation layers, soil, topography, geology and facilities of the study area were obtained from the Department of Natural Resources of Mazandaran province. The layers were digitized in GIS environment and the necessary modifications were made on them. Layers of slope, direction and landscape were obtained from topographic maps with 1:25000 scale with line spacing of 10 meter. The slope layers in 5 layers, direction in five classes and landscape in five classes were classified. For classification of the tree coverage and facilities of the park, the recreational demands in the park were evaluated and the most favorable coverage was identified using tourist's idea. Finally, weights of each layer was obtained for each of the layers with AHP and by combining these weights with layers in GIS environment, the recreational capability map of the study area was obtained. In continue, in order to evaluate the recreational demand, a questionnaire about the characteristics of age and social and economical status of tourists and their demands from the park was prepared. 500 questionnaires were distributed among tourists of the study area in different seasons and different days of the week and their opinions and needs were investigated using Clawson method.

Discussion and Results
The results of evaluating recreational capability:
After preparation and classification of the slope layers, direction, landscape, geology, soil, tree cover and density of facilities in the park by using preferential judgments of experts, weight of each layer and rate of consistency of the made of judgments were calculated. Finally, maximum and minimum weights were allocated to slope and geology layers respectively. After assigning weights to each of the layers, layers were integrated in GIS environment. Finally, the potential recreational map for the study area was obtained which the results of recreational capabilities showed that from the total area of the Park, 10.2% of the area has a recreational degree of 1 (excellent), 28.9% of grade 2(good), 41.02% of grade 3 (medium) and 19.96% of grade 4(weak).

The results of evaluating recreational demand:
The results showed that 61 percent of demands for recreational users of the park were men and 66 percent were married. Also, in case of increasing the facilities, 62 percent of Tourists willing to pay 1000 up to 5000 toman for entry fee.

Conclusion
In order to evaluate the recreational demand of the study area, firstly the effective criteria and sub criteria in this evaluation were identified. Then these criteria and sub-criteria were weighted which the results showed that the slope layer has assigned maximum weight to itself. The slope element has a great importance in measuring the recreation capability. The most important layer in recreational evaluation process in this area from the view point of experts is the slope layer and slope plays an important role in recreational capability. The best slope for recreation is placed at the layers lower than 15 % and in Dr. Makhdoom model, is the most important factor in determining the recreational
capability. In the study area, after the slope layer, the landscape, tree coverage, soil, slope direction and geology layers were the most important in the evaluation process respectively. In this study, the tree coverage factor was used as an important factor in the evaluation of recreational capability. For this purpose, the views of tourists were used for determining the suitability of the tree coverage, the tourists who were more willing to engage in recreational activities and the vegetation map was classified on this basis. The majority of the soils in the study area, although they are different in terms of depth, but are of clay loam type. In the study area, there are four main directions and one flat class that will show that the study area is appropriate for summer and winter recreation. After determining the weights, the final map of recreational potential were prepared using GIS that according to the results, 10.2% of the park has a high quality for recreational capability. These areas are generally flat and have a slope between 0 - 5% and the park facilities in these areas are more concentrated. Also 28.9% of the park area has a good recreational potential and 41.09% has an average capability. But, since the facilities layer has a high weight in the evaluation process, therefore it is possible to increase the recreational capability of the park by increasing the facilities in the under study park.

In this study, for evaluating the capability of recreational Zare forest park, a combination of AHP and GIS were used. AHP has the capability to use the expert’s knowledge in evaluation process. Furthermore, it is flexible and it is possible to use any number of criteria and sub-criteria in it. Since the forest park is established for people, therefore without being acquainted with their opinions, we cannot plan for recreation. According to the results obtained from recreational demand assessment in the study area, the facilities should be mainly for meeting the requirements of people especially the young people. Also, given that most tourists have a bachelor's degree; Psychological needs of these groups should be considered in future planning. Most tourists come to the park with own cars. Then, it was trying to provide the facilities for tourists' car parking with sufficient capacity. Also, given that most tourists want to improve facilities at the park area, it is possible to attract more tourists by increasing the park facilities. Results of evaluating the recreational demand showed that most tourists come to the park from short distances and the number of non-native tourists in the park is much lower than native tourists. The reason for this subject can be the lack of familiarity of non-native tourists and lack of guides, signs and sufficient advertisements which has caused these regions and the likes and their beauty not to be introduced properly.
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